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Quantitative Palaeography: The ‘Crisis’?

INTRODUCTION: PRINCIPLES

Derolez, Palaeography of Gothic (2003)

• ‘Palaeography, which is an art of seeing … is …
[regrettably] becoming an art of measurement.’
(Bischoff 1979; trans. 1990 p. 3)

• ‘The dating and localizing of most manuscripts
will always be informed guesswork.’ (Ganz 1990)
• [Quantitative methods in palaeography] ‘simply
cannot exist.’ (Petrucci, in Costamagna et al. 1996, p. 403)
• ‘It is obvious that one cannot prove that two texts
were penned by the same hand. The only way to
persuade other people ... is to show them, to give
them the feeling that it is the same hand.’ (Sirat 2006,
p. 493)

‘How is it possible to proceed in such a way that the
description of a specimen of handwriting is as clear and
convincing to its reader as it is to its author?
… There is very much to be said in favour of a
quantitative approach to a matter so difficult to treat
adequately with other techniques.’

Stokes, ‘Palaeography’, Digital Medievalist 2007

What Does it Mean?
‘I downloaded your … software and ran a
comparison … I need to determine if they are
the same person. However,
I don't know how to interpret the results ...
Can you help me?’
(E-mail to author, April 2011)

‘Algorithmic Accountability’

Archetype

• No software (or anything else) can be objective
or without bias

• The software behind DigiPal (and Exon and MoA)

• It’s therefore imperative that we can
understand the software and its results
– What do the results mean for our questions in the
Humanities?
– What are the limits and the stakes? The possibilities?
– What are the underlying principles of the software?
– What biases, prejudices and hypotheses are there?

• A generalised model which can be used for
different applications (a ‘grammar’)
• A piece of FOSS software to implement the model
• Each researcher/research team uses a different
instance of the software
• Each researcher/research team defines separate
vocabularies according to the research needs
(characters, components, features, etc.)

The Archetype Process

Archetype for the Latin Alphabet

• You decide which ‘letters’ (symbols), what
components and features each symbol has
• You decide what to annotate on your images
• You draw the annotations (yes, by hand!)
• The system then allows complex searches
based on your vocabulary
• This means no training data, easily applicable
to different research contexts & questions
• About knowledge elicitation & communication

Descenders Written by a Single Scribe

D. Matos, ‘SephardiPal’ Project

Minuscules « Vernaculaire » et « Carée »
London, BL Cotton Vitellius A.xv

D. Matos, ‘SephardiPal’ Project

Graphies dans un manuscrit de Bath

(Site privé, par Debora Matos)

Square (

) Elements in Chinese

(Site privé par Peter Stokes)

(Site privé, par Peter Stokes)

Birds in the Bayeux Tapestry

Links between Text and Image

Links between Text and Image

The Archetype Team
• Based at the King’s Digital Lab, King’s College
London (https://www.kdl.kcl.ac.uk)
• Core team is:
– Peter Stokes ()
– Stewart Brookes ()
– Geoffroy Noel (Lead Analyst/Developer)
– Neil Jakeman ()

Key URLs

INSTALLING ARCHETYPE

• Official website: http://archetype.ink
• GitHub Wiki (main documentation):
https://github.com/kcl-ddh/digipal/wiki
• Vimeo channel for King’s Digital Lab (includes
some video tutorials):
https://vimeo.com/kingsdigitallab
• DockerHub (to download a working instance):
https://hub.docker.com/r/kingsdigitallab/archetype/
• Discussion forum: http://archetype.forumotion.com

Docker
• Docker is free, third-party software that you can run on your
computer (Windows, Mac, Linux)
• It’s a framework within which you can download and run
an empty instance of the software
• Designed for you to run privately on your own computer,
but it’s possible to make it public on line later if you want
• You then decide what you want to annotate, how you want
to describe it, what terminology you want to use, etc.
• You then draw boxes around whatever you want
– Yes, by hand! Unless you know a computer vision expert to
help…

Kitematic and the ‘Docker CLI’

Click here

The Terminal

Kitematic and Archetype

Click here to see
the website
NB ‘Website is
running’ here

The Archetype Site

To (re)start the site in future

Click here

Then wait for
the ‘Website
is running’
message here

Logging In

Username: admin
Password: admin

Adding Annotations

Checking Annotations

DigiPal Terminology: Describing Handwriting

Describing Graphs I

• Allograph: A form of a given letter common to a group of
people (cf. Roman a vs Italic a)

– Abstract, ideal. Cf. Parkes’ script: what scribe has in mind’s eye

• Graph: A physical instance of a letter

– Concrete realisation of the abstract ideal
– What the scribe puts on the page (in a specific instance)

• Component: A part of a character or allograph which is
deemed significant to the script and, as far as possible,
which repeats across different characters or allographs

– E.g. ascender (in b, d, l, …), descender (j, p, q), bowl (b, p, q, …)

• Feature: An attribute; a descriptive label for one or more
different components or to allo/idio/graph(s)
– E.g. narrow, wide, tall, short, long, …

Describing Graphs II

Rebuilding the Indices
• When we add data (annotations, graphs etc.),
the new data does not appear in the search
results
• We must rebuild the indices to see it
• For a big project like DigiPal, rebuilding the
indices can take several hours at a time!
– We can’t do this automatically every time we add
an annotation!

• To rebuild the indices, click on ‘Indexing’ in
the page footer

Rebuilding the Indices

Terminology in Action
• Character minuscule h

– Has Allograph Caroline h
• Caroline h has Component ascender and Component arch
– Component ascender has Feature wedged

– Has Allograph Insular h

• Insular h also has Component ascender and Component arch
– Component ascender has Feature split

• Script Vernacular minuscule
– Includes Allograph Insular h

• Scribal Practice of ‘Eadwig Basan’
– Includes Insular h for Script Vernacular minuscule
– Includes Idiograph of Insular h with Component arch
having Feature round

D. Matos, ‘SephardiPal’ Project

Terminology in Action 2 (Debora Matos)
• Character minuscule h

– Has Allograph Caroline h
• Caroline h has Component ascender and Component arch
– Component ascender has Feature wedged

– Has Allograph Insular h

• Insular h also has Component ascender and Component arch
– Component ascender has Feature split

• Character aleph ()א

– Has Allograph Square aleph

• Square aleph has Component top right stroke, Component
diagonal stroke, component bottom right stroke
– Component diagonal stroke has Feature straight

The same template works for different vocabularies

ADDING TEXTS

Adding Texts

Adding Texts

Adding Texts

Hands and Images
ItemPart
pp. 1–138,
161–564

Hands
Main
Hand

Added
Homily

Images

p. 24

Add an Image

p. 563

Media Permissions

Add a Hand

Add a Hand (2)

Existing Terminology (Davis, ‘The Practice’)

‘New’ Terminology: DigiPal Additions

• Allograph: A form of a given letter common to a group
of people (cf. Roman a vs Italic a)

• ‘Ontograph’: More or less a grapheme, but generalised
• Character: A letter/symbol with form (not grapheme)

– Abstract, ideal, ‘Platonic’.
– Cf. Parkes’ script: what the scribe has in mind’s eye

• Idiograph (not ideograph!): The way in which one
individual habitually writes a particular allograph
– Cf. Parkes’ hand: what the scribe puts on the page (in
general)

• Graph: A physical instance of a letter; the ‘ink on the
page’
– Concrete realisation of the abstract ideal
– What the scribe puts on the page (in a specific instance)

– a æ b c A Æ B C α βɣ . , ?

etc.

• Component: A part of a character or allograph which is
deemed significant to the script and, as far as possible,
which repeats across different characters or allographs
– E.g. ascender (in b, d, h, l, …), descender (j, p, q), bowl (b,
p, q, …)
– Possibility of sub-components, e.g. serif, foot, …

• Feature: An attribute; a descriptive label for one or
more different components or to allo/idio/graph(s)
– E.g. narrow, wide, tall, short, long, …

Terminology in Action
• Character minuscule h

– Has Allograph Caroline h
• Caroline h has Component ascender and Component arch
– Component ascender has Feature wedged

– Has Allograph Insular h

• Insular h also has Component ascender and Component arch
– Component ascender has Feature split

• Script Vernacular minuscule
– Includes Allograph Insular h

• Scribal Practice of ‘Eadwig Basan’

Generalisation
Once the structure is in place, we can apply it to many
different contexts simply by changing the labels:
• Character: Simply change list according to context
a, b, c…

…

α, β, ɣ, … А, Б, В, Г …
…
กขค…

!"#... …אבג
…

• Idiograph, allograph and graph: remain unchanged
• Component and feature: Terms change according to
context
Bowl, ascender, descender, …

shù, shù gōu, …

– Includes Insular h for Script Vernacular minuscule
– Includes Idiograph of Insular h with Component arch
having Feature round

If the model applies then
nothing in the software needs to change

What about Decoration?

Items

• Icon → A ‘top-level’ form in the graphic ‘alphabet’
– Virgin Mary; Jesse Tree; Christ; …

• ‘Allo’ → A given expression of that form with
characteristics common to a group of people (cf. IconClass)
– Madonna in the air or on the clouds (11F5); Majestas Domini
(11D321)

• ‘Idio’ → The way in which a given artist produces that
particular form
• ‘Graph’ → A physical instance of that form on the page
• Component, Feature → As before
– Hand, drapery, eyes, foliage, border; Virgin, child, angels,…
– Drapery can be rigid, agitated, smooth, … eyes can be
round, narrow…

• Item: ‘A single exemplar of a [text]’ (FRBR).
Corresponds to a physical object (book, tablet,
etc.)
• G.50: Cambridge, Corpus Christi College 162,
pp. 1–138, 161–564 Homilies (most by Ælfric)
• G.54: Cambridge, Corpus Christi College 178,
pp. 1–270 [with CCCC 162, pp. 139–160]
Ælfric, Hexameron, …
• G.55: Cambridge, Corpus Christi College 178,
pp. 287–457 Regula S. Benedicti

Parts

Items
• Item: ‘A single exemplar of a [text]’ (FRBR).
Corresponds to a physical object (book, tablet, etc.)

Historical Item
G.50:
Homilies

G.54:
Hexameron

G.55: Rule of
St Benedict

Item Part
pp. 1–138,
161–564

pp. 139–160

pp. 1–270

pp. 287–457

Current Item

CCCC 162

CCCC 178

Add a ‘Current Item’ and an ‘Item Part’

• Historical Item: a complete object as it existed at an
arbitrary historical point in time (a book, a tablet, etc.).
Usually corresponds to a catalogue entry (Ker, Gneuss,
Sawyer…).
• Current Item: a complete object as it exists today.
Usually corresponds to a single shelfmark/accession
number.
• Item part: one or more parts of an item (e.g. set of
folios, fragment of a manuscript, fragment of a tablet).
Item parts should be as inclusive as possible to allow
mapping from a historical item to a current item.

Add a ‘Historical Item’

Add a ‘Historical Item’

Add a Description

Backing up and Sharing Data

Restoring Data

Unfortunately this doesn’t work for Windows!

Unfortunately this does not work for Windows!

• Kitematic > « Exec »
• In the terminal, type
python build/zip_digipal_project.py
• Open the URL
http://localhost:9080/static/archetype.tar.gz
• The browser will download a file called
archetype.tar.gz (probably at least 10MB,
can be much more).
This file is a copy of your data which you can
share, etc.

• Stop Archetype: Kitematic > « Stop »
• Go to Documents > Kitematic > archetype >
home > digipal > digipal_project
• Delete all the files in « digipal_project »
– __init.py__, __init.pyc__, archetype.sql, backups, …

• Copy and paste the file archetype.tar.gz in the
folder digipal_project
• Restart Archetype (Kitematic > « Start ») and wait!

Add an ‘Ontograph’ and its Characters

Add an Allograph

Add Components and Features

Link Allographs to Components

The Dashboard

SOME MORE ADVANCED
FEATURES

The ‘Change List’

The Edit Form

Types of Input Control

Change Password

‘Bulk Edit’ for Images

‘Bulk Edit’

The ‘Change List’ again

Changing the Carrousel (images on the Home Page)

Adding Static Pages

Adding the Lightbox to the Main Menu

https://github.com/kcl-ddh/digipal/wiki

EVEN MORE ADVANCED
FEATURES…

Locations, Location Types, Sublocations
• Documents can be labelled with locations (e.g.
folios)
– Can handle large XML documents (e.g. 17MB) by
pulling in one part at a time
– Can have different location types (e.g. physical,
textual)

• This means every unit is addressable (…
234/text/translation/locus/2r)
• All locations must be sequential, nonoverlapping, total
• Also have sublocations (e.g. an address clause
can be a sub-location within a ‘face’ unit)

RESTful API
If you know how to programme a little then you can use
special URLs to connect directly to the database, bypassing
the normal web interface. In this case you can:
• Build customised queries, accessing the complete database
(much of which is not visible through the main website)
• Build customised interfaces
• Add machine learning, machine vision etc., e.g. to
automatically annotate the images, automatically identify
scribes etc.
• Link the data to other databases (‘linked data’)
• Build ‘widgets’ so that others can include your material in
their websites.
• Etc…

Thanks to…
The teams of Models of Authority, DigiPal, Exon
Domesday and Archetype (see websites)

Many people for discussion
The European Research Council (ERC),
The Arts and Humanities Research Council (UK)
& The Faculty of Arts and Humanities, KCL
for financing DigiPal, Exon, MoA and Archetype

http://archetype.ink/
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